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Presentation Notes
This slideshow contains a selection of images from MOHAI Portable Museum Trunk “Early Settlement” (1800-1880) plus items from the MOHAI online collection. 
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 "A View in Coal Harbor, in Cook's River" by J. Woodcock (Pacific Northwest Collection, University of Washington Libraries)When Europeans started exploring North America, the only way to get from the Eastern United States to the Pacific coast was by sea, all the way around the tip of South America.
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Lewis & Clark with Sacagawea, A. York (Thomas Gilcrease Institute)But in 1804, The explorers Lewis and Clark found a new route to the Pacific Coast by land.  Their stories of the beautiful and fertile land in the Pacific Northwest fascinated the nation, and soon all kinds of people began going West.  Fur trappers, traders and miners came west to make money.  Missionaries came west to convert Native Americans to Christianity.	
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"Circuit Rider" by O. C. Seltzer (Thomas Gilcrease Institute)Some of the first non-native people to come to the Pacific Northwest were missionaries, sent by churches in the East who wanted Native people to learn about the Bible and become Christians.
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"Whitman Mission at Waiilatpu" by William Henry Jackson [National Park Service]The Whitman party, with missionaries Marcus and Narcissa Whitman was the first group to travel across the entire continent by wagon in 1836.  The route they took soon became known as the Oregon Trail.  Thousands of pioneers followed their path and moved West as “Oregon Fever” swept the country. Dr. Marcus Whitman and his wife Narcissa were missionaries who came from New York to start a mission. Whitman built his mission among the Cayuse tribe near present-day Walla Walla. In addition to religious teaching, Whitman ran a school for Cayuse children, taught the adults new farming techniques and provided medical treatment. By 1850, there were several different missionaries around the Northwest, working with different bands of Native Americans. Some welcomed the missionaries and became Christians. Others felt that their traditional lifestyle was threatened by the missionaries and the settlers that followed them. This watercolor painting was created from recollections by survivors of the Whitman massacre.  Archaeologists have since found foundations of many buildings and are able to recreate a map of the different buildings.  The picture shows 1) the adobe mission house 2) a blacksmith shop 3) emigrants quarters; 4) a gristmill; 5) a stream; and 6) an orchard.  It does not show Natives' tepees which were usually outside the fence.  The Native Americans in the picture are on horses and are using a travois to carry goods.
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“Oregon Trail Map” by Ezra Meeker [Ezra Meeker, Ox-team days on the Oregon Trail, Howard R. Driggs, F.N. Wilson. 1907]Shows Oregon Trail stops from Independence Missouri to Olympia Washington with sketches of oxen teams pulling covered wagons and Tortoise Rock.In 1850 the US government issued a law offering 320 acres of land to any US citizen who moved to Oregon Territory and lived on the land.  For people considering moving West, this was a big incentive! The trip would be long and difficult.  It took 5-6 months for people to travel by wagon train from Missouri to Oregon. Settlers bought covered wagons to haul all of their things, and animals to pull them – usually oxen, which are strong, hearty and could eat the grass along the way. 
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“Covered Wagon Interior” (Waterloo Area Historical Society)The journey on the Oregon Trail could last as long as 6 months.  While there would be some opportunities to buy new supplies at trade forts along the way, pioneers needed to bring enough along to keep them and their animals alive on the trip. Wagons were often packed so full that there was no room inside them for passengers.  Instead, many pioneers walked alongside their wagons for the entire 2000 mile journey. Careful examination of this photograph of a reconstructed covered wagon's interior will yield information on what the settlers took with them on the Oregon Trail. Compare these items with today's "necessities" for setting up house.
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"South Pass" by W. H. Jackson (Utah State Historical Society)The pioneers began their trip in late April or early May, when the grass had grown long enough to feed their animals.  The wagon trains traveled 5 to 6 months before reaching their destination. River crossings, accidents and other difficulties made progress slow, and the trains only moved 12-18 miles each day. 
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"California Crossing" by S. Colman (The Gilcrease Institute)The hardest part of travelling through the plains was river crossings.  If the water was shallow, they could wade through. But if not, they had to swim the animals and float the wagons carefully across the river.  Precious belongings were often lost and people and animals drowned. 
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"Fort William on the Laramie" by A. J. Miller (The Gilcrease Institute)By late June the trains would reach Fort Laramie, 640 miles from Missouri and less than a third of the way to the Pacific. There, settlers could buy fresh supplies and new livestock. 
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"Independence Rock," Cross Journal (Oregon Historical Society)Independence Rock is one of the most famous landmarks on the trail.  The rock is covered with inscriptions and messages left by the pioneers.  It got its name because the wagon trains had to reach the rock by the 4th of July, otherwise they were behind schedule. This drawing was found in a journal kept by one of the pioneers in 1849.Native Americans along the route were often helpful.  They would trade meat and fish for useful items the settlers carried, and sometimes served as guides.  Attacks on wagon trains were rare. 
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Chief Joseph, Nez Perce, ca. 1903 by Edward Curtis (MOHAI shs15325)When settlers reached Oregon Territory in the 1850s, the Nez Perce were both powerful and friendly to the newcomers. Within twenty years, treaties replaced the rich traditional tribal lands with poor reservation land. Some tribal leaders questioned the treaties. Led by Chief Joseph, a band of Nez Perce fought off government troops, nearly escaping to safety in Canada. The Nez Perce were eventually moved to the Colville Reservation, near Walla Walla. Seattle photographer Edward Curtis took this portrait of Nez Perce Chief Joseph a year or so before the chief's death in 1904. It is said that Chief Joseph died of a broken heart at not being able to return to the traditional lands of his people in Oregon.
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“Cowlitz Trail Map” (2000 by Cartography Associates)Thousands of pioneers travelled across the Oregon Trail between 1847 and 1869.  Some of those pioneers stopped and stayed in settlements and towns along the trail, but many others went the entire way to Oregon City.  There they broke into smaller groups and travelled to different settlements across the Pacific Northwest to start farms or build towns. As the Oregon Trail opened up settlement opportunities in the Western United States, many people traveled to what would become Washington State.  Some of the first settlements in Washington were at Fort Vancouver, Fort Nisqually & Tumwater. The solid red line represents the Oregon Trail itself. Upon reaching the Oregon Territory, a pioneer could finish his or her journey to the Puget Sound region either overland on the Cowlitz Trail (the dashed red line) or over water. The Cowlitz trail was a footpath used by Native Americans for hundreds of years. Hudson’s Bay traders used it to travel between Fort Vancouver and Fort Nisqually, and in 1845 the Simmons–Bush party was the first to travel the trail by wagon on their way to Tumwater. The party traversed the trail by rafting down the Columbia River, paddling six miles up the Cowlitz River, then walking 58 miles to South Puget Sound. Traveling fewer than four miles a day, the party was forced to wade through deep mud, chop down trees, and clear underbrush to get the wagon down the footpath during their 15 day journey.
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Cabin (University of Washington, Barnes 2604)This meant claiming a piece of land, finding and stocking up food, and building some kind of shelter. While some people were skilled at building cabins, others had never tried it before.
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Green Lake cabin (University of Washington, 593)Many home tasks had to be done with limited supplies and with many home goods made by families themselves. Women raised the food, cooked it and preserved it for the long winters. They tended the sheep, spun wool, wove cloth and made all of the family’s clothes. Cloth was hard to come by, so flour sacks, scraps, and old clothes were made into new clothes or into quilts. Wash day during this period involved considerable effort- mostly by the women of the house. This picture shows some of the steps involved in washing. Laundry took a long time without washing machines, and women had to make their own soap out of ashes and animal fat. 
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Brown print dress, ca. 1845 (MOHAI 1966.4009. C-1227)�This plain, handstitched, cotton dress is similar to those that were brought to Seattle in the 1850s by the pioneering families from the eastern and midwestern United States.
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"The First Furrow" by O.C. Seltzer [The Gilcrease Institute]For families with farms, men worked in the fields, growing crops or tending orchards.  Other families lived in towns, and the men had jobs in stores, or worked in mills or mines. 
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Cornhusk Doll (MOHAI)Making dolls from cornhusks is a tradition that likely originated with the tribes of the southwest, and was eventually picked up by settlers. Most settler toys are made from simple, easily obtainable materials like this. Children were responsible for many chores, like mending clothes, spinning wool, helping with the animals and working in the fields. Kids also had to go to school, where children of all ages were often taught in the same classroom by the same teacher. 
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Alki Beach ca 1912 (MOHAI 1983.10.6731)The twelve adults and twelve children of the Denny Party were among Seattle's first white settlers. They landed at Alki Point on November 13, 1851. The Denny Party was looking for a very specific location for their city, and they found it on the Puget Sound.  This area had a natural deep-water port and natural protection from storms. After exploring the area on foot, David Denny sent word to the rest of the group that they had found their spot.  The Denny Party arrived by boat in November 1851, and set up camp on the shores of Alki Beach in what is now West Seattle. 
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Drawing by Emily Inez Denny entitled, "Chief Seattle shaking hands with D.T. Denny at site of West Seattle, Sept. 25, ‘51” (MOHAI 1971.5139.44)The daughter of one of Seattle's founding families Emily Inez Denny (1853-1918) was both a painter and writer. Greatly influenced by seeing the drawings of Sarah Willoughby as a student at the Washington Territorial University, she took on painting as a life-long pursuit. Emily's father was David Denny, who is depicted in this drawing, and one of the first pioneer settlers in the Seattle area. He supported her artistic aspirations and frequently brought home printing paper from the newspaper office for her use.�
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Puget Sound Settlements and Lushootseed Place Names [Coll Thursh & Nile Thompson Native Seattle: Histories from the Crossing-Over-Place, Tom Dailey, coastsalishmap.org]Map depicting tribes and village sites of Puget Sound Salish peoples circa 1800. Note that Muckelshoot is inadvertently shown on this map, even though tribes such as the Muckelshoot and Tulalip were formed in the 1850’s from a combination of tribes on this map.
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Arthur Denny's cabin at Alki Point, ca. 1902 (MOHAI 1983.10.6111)David Denny had already arrived before the rest of the group and started the new settlement's first cabin. The second cabin was built for Arthur Denny's family. The cabin was forty years old when it was torn down in 1891.The first winter was long and difficult for the small group – they could not have survived without the help of the local Native Americans, who gave them food and taught them to fish, gather seafood and build boats. 
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Pioneer Square 1860 (Seattle walking tours)The next spring, the settlers decided to shift their city’s location across the bay, where the water was deeper and better suited for a port.  They quickly started developing the area that is now called Pioneer Square, and called their little town “Duwamps”.
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“Women shopping for baskets on the beach” (MOHAI McCurdy 546)When American settlers began moving to the Pacific Northwest, they encountered the Native Americans, who had already been living here for thousands of years. Relations with the Native Americans were friendly at first.  Many settlers would not have survived without the help of local tribes. 
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Columbia St. from Yesler's wharf, Seattle, 1880 (MOHAI 1980.6923.106)�The Denny party needed more settlers to join them - people who would start businesses and help their city grow.  One of the first businesses to be built was a saw mill, started by Henry Yesler.  He hired loggers to cut down trees in the great Washington forests, and then sold the wood to bigger cities like San Francisco. Huge parts of the forests where Native Americans lived and hunted were cleared to build towns and cities.  Predating the settlement that became the city of Seattle, the Duwamish had a winter village of approximately 8 longhouses situated along the central waterfront, roughly at the intersection of present-day First Avenue South and Yesler Way. Henry Yesler established his steam-powered sawmill at the foot of Mill Road (now Yesler Way) in October 1852, and by around the 1860s, the longhouses were gone, leaving only modest beach structures. In this image taken from Elliott Bay, Columbia Street heads east up the hill, perpendicular with the shoreline. Many of the shacks seen here would have been made from scrounged materials, including those deposited by the tides. The photograph was likely taken from the wharf at Yesler's mill, with the logs in the water awaiting milling.
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Panning for gold (University of Washington)The rivers and beaches where the Native Americans fished and gathered seafood were used as ports for ships or transportation for loggers. Miners moved deep into the mountains to dig for coal and precious metals.
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"Settlers and Indians" by E. I. Denny (Museum of History and Industry, 16468)In the brand new settlement of Seattle, the settlers disagreed on what to do about the Native Americans who lived nearby. Some people were friends with Native Americans, and wanted to work together with them. Other settlers wanted to drive the tribes away using violence. 
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Chief Seattle (Sealth) (Museum of History and Industry, SHS 67.5)Native people also disagreed on what to do about the settlers. Sealth, known to settlers as Chief Seattle, became the leader of the Suquamish and Duwamish people sometime around 1810. When settlers started moving to the Elliott Bay area in the 1850s, Chief Sealth stayed friendly to the newcomers and urged his people to do the same. The city of Seattle was named for the chief, but it is said that he felt uneasy about his name being used in this way. Some Native people wanted to chase out the new settlers and take back their land by force. 
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Portrait of Chief Leschi painted 1950-1960, artist unknown (MOHAI 2005.16.1)Leschi was born to Nisqually and Yakama parents and grew up among the Nisqually people. When he was 25 years old, the Hudson Bay Company built a fort at the mouth of the Nisqually River, and soon the HBC was farming throughout the plain. Leschi was working for the HBC in 1848 when Oregon Territory was created. Two years later, the Oregon Donation Land Claim Law authorized homesteads by American settlers on Indian land. Leschi represented his people at the Medicine Creek treaty negotiations and refused to sign the document unless land was set aside for horse pasture and for fishing. His requests were denied, and his "X" mark was forged on the document. Many tribes were bitterly dissatisfied with the treaties and decided to fight with Leschi chosen as war chief. He led well and fought hard against the American settlers and was accused after the war of planning or carrying out the murder of numerous settlers. In 1856, Leschi's nephew betrayed him, and the war chief was taken into custody. After two trials, an appeal, and other delays, Leschi was hung on February 19, 1858.
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Print, "The Battle of Seattle, January 26, 1856," featuring the USS Decatur by Mark Myers, 1987 (MOHAI 2006.60.1)In 1856, the growing tension led to a fight in the little town of Seattle. Some Native Americans from Eastern Washington attacked the settlement.  The settlers, who knew an attack was coming, had a battleship ready in the harbor. This colored print features the USS Decatur which was an armed vessel anchored in Elliott Bay during the "Battle of Seattle" that took place on January 26, 1856. There were only two casualties for the settlers and the exact number of casualties the Native peoples suffered is unknown. 
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Isaac Ingalls Stevens (Monroe Historical Society)By the time American settlers came to the area in 1851, Coast Salish life had already been transformed by epidemics and European trade economies. Although the Duwamish and the first settlers got along relatively well, increasing numbers of settlers encroaching on Native lands led to conflict, and the US federal government ultimately sent the first governor of the Washington territory, Isaac Stevens, on a mission to get Native communities to cede their territories through a series of treaties. 
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Treaty Ceded Lands and Current Reservations [Washington State Department of Ecology. GIS Technical Services, 4/1/09] The Tulalip Tribes of Washington is a federally recognized sovereign nation made up of direct descendants of the Snohomish, Snoqualmie, Skykomish, and other allied bands signatory to the 1855 Treaty of Point Elliott, which created the Tulalip Indian Reservation as their permanent homeland. As of 2019, about half of the 4,800 Tulalip tribal members reside on the 22,000 acre Tulalip Indian Reservation, located north of Everett and west of Marysville. The traditional home of the Snoqualmie people lay in the Snoqualmie River Valley, between what is now North Bend and Monroe, Washington. Along with the Snohomish and Skykomish, the Snoqualmie lost their lands in the 1855 Treaty of Point Elliott. Some tribal members who were forced out of the area moved to the Tulalip Reservation near Marysville, Washington. Others tried to remain in spite of increasing white settlement. In 1997, the non-reservation Snoqualmie finally gained recognition from the United States government.“Muckleshoot Indian tribe is an amalgam of several Native American tribes that have inhabited the region surrounding the White and Green rivers for centuries. When Washington Territorial Governor Isaac Stevens (1818-1862) signed the Medicine Creek Treaty of 1854, no mention was made of the Muckleshoot tribe, as they were not named as such. Tribes from the Green and White rivers were to be moved to the Nisqually Reservation, unless a more suitable place could be found. On December 5, 1856, Governor Stevens recommended the establishment of the Muckleshoot Reservation between the Green and White rivers, up the hill from their confluence. The river tribes settled on the new reservation, a former military tract. In 1874, an executive order defined the boundaries of the oddly-configured, 3,533 acre area.” – History Link https://historylink.org/File/3636
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Group of Nooksack Indians with Old Tolowie, ca. 1903 (MOHAI 1991.79.49)The traditional lands of the Nooksack people once stretched along the Nooksack River and up into southern British Columbia. Bad weather kept them from signing the 1855 Port Gamble Treaty in which area tribes received reservation land. By the 1870s, the Nooksack had lost many members to smallpox and most of their land to settlers. It took until 1973 for the tribe to be recognized by the federal government. In this photo, taken around 1903 by Urban P. Hadley, a group of Nooksack Indians are gathered outside a house somewhere in Whatcom County. Old Tolowie, the man seated in the center, was reputed to be 145 years old at the time.
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Chief Chits-A-Man-Han and wife, ca. 1885, unknown photographer (MOHAI shs13489)The Klallam peoples (also spelled S'Klallam or Clallam) occupied the northern and eastern coasts of the Olympic Peninsula, from near Neah Bay to Hood Canal. Nearly 440,000 acres of Clallam land were ceded to the United States in the 1855 Treaty of Point-No-Point. Groups of Klallam people continue to live in the Port Gamble, Jamestown, and Elwha areas. This photo shows Klallam Chief Chits-A-Man-Han and his wife. It was probably taken in the 1880s.
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Indian students at the Industrial Boarding School, Puyallup Reservation, ca. 1885 (MOHAI shs3491)Starting in the middle of the 19th century, church groups and the United States Government set up boarding schools for Native Americans. Here, children from many tribes were taught how to speak English and how to make a living. They were separated from their elders, and were discouraged from learning tribal traditions and language. This photo by U.P. Hadley shows the buildings and students at the Industrial Boarding School on the Puyallup Reservation sometime between 1880 and 1889. The school opened in 1860. During the 1880s, a number of new buildings were added, and the school grew from 125 to about 200 pupils. Later called the Cushman School, it remained open until 1920. By that time, Native American children were permitted to attend local public schools.
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Princess Angeline, daughter of Chief Seattle, ca. 1890, photographer unknown (MOHAI shs10965)�Kick-is-on-lo Cud (also known as Kikisoblu) was the eldest daughter of Chief Seattle. During her long life, she saw the coming of white settlers, the exile of her Duwamish and Suquamish people from their traditional lands, and the growth of the new city named for her father. She didn't move to the Port Madison Reservation with the rest of her people, but stayed in Seattle. She earned her living doing laundry for some of Seattle's prominent families. A white friend asked to call her "Angeline," and others later added "Princess." In this photo, probably taken in the 1880s or 1890s, Princess Angeline sits by her small house on Elliott Bay, below what is now the Pike Place Market. Before her death, in 1896, she had become one of Seattle's most photographed people.
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Indian camp on the beach at Seattle, ca. 1885 by H.E. Levy (MOHAI shs2174)By the late 19th century, most Seattle-area Native Americans had been moved to reservations and were not allowed to live in the city. Sometime before 1895, visiting Native American people started camping on Ballast Island, at the foot of Washington Street. After 1895, waterfront development forced the encampment away from here. In this photo, taken during the 1880s, Native Americans camp at the beach in Seattle. This camp was probably located north of downtown Seattle, near the western end of Bell Street.
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Seattle 1865 (UW Asahel Curtis Collection CUR 1230)Seattle was first incorporated by the Washington Territorial Legislature in 1865 with a population of 350 and an economy based on timber. Residents of Seattle wrote letters to their friends and family, encouraging them to come West.  Some people even wrote books and pamphlets, advertising “The Great Northwest”, and trying to convince new settlers to join them. Soon all kinds of different people came to Seattle, many travelling over the Oregon Trail. Shop owners, teachers, doctors, bankers, blacksmiths, farmers, real estate agents, newspaper editors, restaurant owners & many more all came to the new city on Elliot Bay.This image shows the Territorial University of Washington in the distance past the end of the central reoad, built in 1862 at a location now occupied by the Fairmont Olympic Hotel on University Street between Forth Avenue and Fifth Avenue.
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Elizabeth M. Ordway, Mercer girl, ca. 1865 (MOHAI shs126)A shortage of women in Seattle in the 1860s inspired Asa Mercer to travel to the east coast to find women who might want to resettle in the new city. Elizabeth M. Ordway, nicknamed Lizzie, was a native of Lowell, Massachusetts. She arrived in Seattle in 1864, along with ten other so-called "Mercer Girls." Miss Ordway had a long career as a teacher and also served as superintendent of the Kitsap County schools. This photo, probably taken in the 1860s, shows Lizzie Ordway, one of Seattle's original Mercer Girls. In addition to her career in education, Ordway was active in the woman suffrage movement which pushed for legislation to allow women to vote in local, state and national elections.
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Intelligencer building at 1st and Cherry, circa 1876 (MOHAI SHS252)Seattle's oldest newspaper, The Seattle Post-Intelligencer, was founded in 1863 as the weekly Seattle Gazette, when Seattle was little more than a sawmill, a few dozen wooden buildings, and a couple of hundred people. This image shows the paper's new building, constructed in 1874 by Henry Yesler at Front Street (now First Avenue) and Cherry Street. The name on the building is the Intelligencer, indicating the image was taken after 1876, when that name was adopted, and before 1881, when The Intelligencer merged with the Seattle Post and moved into the newly completed Post building, on the northeast corner of Yesler Way and Post Street.
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Plat of the Second Addition, City of Seattle, December 1876 (MOHAI 2008.54.44)Seattle pioneers William Nathaniel Bell (1817-1887) and his wife, Sarah Ann (Peter) Bell (1819-1856), were members of the Denny Party, arriving in present-day West Seattle in 1851. The Bells helped to establish the settlement that became Seattle, settling north of the future downtown in "Belltown." Denny party leaders Arthur Armstrong Denny (1822-1899) and his wife Mary Ann Boren Denny (1822-1910) were granted original land claim donations by the U. S. Government on property south of the Bell's, with Olive Street as the dividing line between the two. The plat map pictured here shows the Second Addition to the City of Seattle, made up of sections of the original donation land claims granted to William N. Bell and Arthur A. Denny.
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Seattle, 1880 (MOHAI CUR 470)Seattle’s population grew quickly, reaching 75,000 in 1880, less than 30 years since the Denny Party landed on Alki beach.  
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